
Allegory (Arc 2)
This Orange (Knight) Arc is the path of someone who is as much a metaphor as a person – someone who 

transforms the world around them to fit their own truths. The original Allegory Arc appeared on Jenna’s Tumblr; 

this version is identical rules-wise, but the flavor text fits wolf behavior (the original was described in Science!-

focused terms).

Immortality
Type: Miraculous Action, Major

Cost: 0 MP to heal quickly; 1 MP to ignore one or two attacks starting mid-scene; 2 MP to ignore all 

attacks starting mid-scene; 4 MP to ignore all attacks with no restriction

You don't seem especially tough, but you recover quickly; Surface Wounds heal in a scene, Serious Wounds 

in an hour, and Deadly Wounds in 0-2 chapters. By spending MP, you can make such a dramatic impression 

upon enemies that they miss, or move gracefully out of the way of environmental effects; either way, you take no 

wound. (You only have this power for as long as you are actively advancing the Allegory Arc.)

Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing
Type: Special

Cost: –

You tend to blend in wherever you go. There’s an Obstacle 2 in the way of recognizing that you’re anything 

other than a perfectly normal human, of spotting you when you’re trying to hide or be subtle or disappear, or 

even of describing you effectively.

Inexorable
Type: Miraculous Action

Cost: 0 MP to use 1/book; 1 MP to use again per book; 2 MP to use again per chapter

When you are true to your inner nature, not even gods can stand in your way. Invoke this to charge your 

Superior Wolf skill with miraculous effects for a single action or Intention. When you do, it does not 

automatically lose a contest with miracles and, if appropriate, you can directly manipulate miraculous energy 

with it.

Stalker in the Shadows
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost: 0 MP to use 1/book; 1 MP to use again per book; 2 MP to use again per chapter

No one truly understands just how stealthy you are; if they did, they would realize how often you are 

watching them from the shadows. When someone mentions something that happened, invoke this to declare that 

you were (A) around for it, (B) a participant in it, or (C) around for something almost exactly like it.

This functions as a wish: “I wish I had detailed personal experience with that.”



Your power applies to just about anything. For example, you can use this to know exactly what happened in 

someone’s dream based on the first part of a description, to drag up memories of a particular event in ancient 

Rome, etc.

Inner Nature
Type: Bond, based on Something to Deal With

Cost: –

You’re bound to live by certain rules. They’re always true to some extent or another, but each time you pick 

up the Something to Deal With Issue, you can pick one that’ll have a particular influence on the story. This 

manifests as a temporary Bond with a rating equal to that Issue, until that Issue falls to 0 or resolves. At first, this 

Bond is always for your primary Truth:

“I am the thing in the darkness that others fear.”

You can spend a Recharge Token to buy a new Truth, after which you may choose which Truth forms this 

Bond when starting a new Something to Deal With Issue.

Swift and Silent
Type: Superior Skill

Cost: 0 MP to change to a new mode of transportation 1/book; 4 MP to change it again per book

You gain Superior Gait 2 as a Perk. Using this requires you to drop to all fours, abandoning any pretense of 

being human, at which point you can run swiftly and silently through almost any natural terrain. (This does not 

guarantee protection from lava, minefields, etc.) You also know the secret paths into the Realm of Nightmares, 

and can take others there with you.

In theory, you may invoke this power in play to switch to a new form of transportation, but why would you 

ever want to do that? Wolves run; they don’t fly or drive cars!

Animal Awakening
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost: 0 MP to use over the course of a few minutes 1/book; 1 MP to use again per book; 2 MP to use again 

per chapter; 4 MP to use immediately

You can imbue an animal with full consciousness and speech, giving it sentience and at least as much 

intelligence as a typical person would have. You each gain a mutual level 1 Connection that lasts for the rest of 

the story; the “uplifting” itself is usually permanent, although particular dull animals may gradually fade back to 

normalcy. You may also withdraw your gift by applying this power again.

In addition to affecting actual animals, you may use this power on inanimate objects with some sort of 

animalistic connection; e.g., a statue of a wolf, a shark’s tooth, or a painting of a bear. In addition to bestowing 

intelligence, this can animate the object, allowing it to move around; work out the specifics with the HG.



Intimidate Prey
Type: Imperial Miracle (implemented as Mundane Action)

Cost: 0 MP to initiate a gradual change 1/book; 1 MP to use again per book; 2 MP to use again per chapter; 

4 MP to use in a matter of minutes

Invoke this when someone who you see as legitimate prey fails to see things the same way. That target is 

cursed to gradually transform in a way that is an expression of, metaphor for, or intensification of their 

experience of “Being Hunted from the Shadows.” It’s ultimately up to the target’s player (the HG, for NPCs) 

how their character experiences that path, but you’re allowed to offer input and make suggestions, such as:

Visualization: Ask them to free-associate about what kind of creature they might turn into when facing 

shadowy fears. If they were something different in such a situation, what kind of physical characteristics might it 

have? Or what kind of magical effects might they be under?

Metaphor: Ask them what it’s like for their character, being hunted by an unseen foe. Ask them what kind 

of changes or curses would be a good metaphor for that. Does it make them tremble like a frightened lamb? 

Make them feel as feral as a wolf themselves?

Enhancement: Ask them what the experience is like for them, and about what kinds of changes or curses 

would heighten that. What would it take to bring them more into the feel of this hunt?

Afterward, they pick up an appropriate transformation or curse, typically lasting until (A) the resolution of an 

appropriate Issue (e.g., Sickness 4), (B) the completion of an appropriate quest, or (C) until they take a wound 

to mitigate its effects (and then heal the wound).

This transformation relies on your mundane actions, using Superior Wolf, although it still resolves as an 

Imperial miracle. This means that (A) mundane actions can resist the effect; (B) you’re likely to face an Obstacle 

if you try to stretch this to a different area in which you lack practice; and (C) you need at least Intention 2 to 

guarantee that it happens, Intention 3 to guarantee that it happens properly, and higher Intentions to ensure that 

it serves your interests.


